Abstract. The distribution of a given sequence in the set of all sequences with n ones and m = M − n zeros are found by relating the problem to the partitions of a natural number in m natural summands, taking into account the order. The formulas obtained have many applications both in Physics and Mathematics. Examples discussed in the present paper are: non Markovian chains, partition functions of binary alloys and Ising magnets, generalized Kaplansky lemma, generalized Fibonacci numbers and a general expansion of 
Introduction
Some combinatorial problems can be solved immediately by refering them to the structure of the m+n n sequences of m zeros and n ones of length N = m+n, i.e.: knowing the ocurrence distribution of a given ordered string of r 0's and s 1's (r + s < N). Take, for example the problem of finding the number of subsets of cardinality n of the set X = {1, 2, . . . , N} that contain exactly h times a number r of consecutive naturals; this is done knowing how many times the string (1, 1, r . . ., 1) has h recurrences in those sequences. For a non fixed cardinality one makes the sum over n and obtains how many elements of the power set have the said property. In this case, as one can see in Riordan [9, problem 1(b), p. 14], for h = 0, r = 2 one obtains the Fibonacci numbers, though Carlitz [3] had generalized to h = 0, r > 2; (in 1976 Carlitz [4] precises the problem mixing strings of (00) and (11)).
Thus, the structure of digit-sequences can have its own place in Combinatorics, introducing problems concerning the sequences themselves; for instance, in the N n sequences, the number of sequences that have each pair of ones separated by at least k zeros. Although the solution is given by Kaplansky lemma [6] , the problem becomes trivial by applying the formula which gives the distribution of the (0, 0, k . . ., 0; 1) strings, choosing the result which gives exactly n strings. More generally, we will also find the case in which only s ones will be separated by at least k zeros.
In this theory two points of view can be taken: One may decide to bound the sequences with first and last digit or to consider the first digit following the last in cyclic fashion. Since our main interests are physical applications, only the second point of view will be followed. This view, called here "Ising process" gives in the particular case above the corrected Fibonacci numbers. It is also more symmetrical, which explains why our method is so simple and can be developed free of generating functions, in contrast with the method of bounded sequences in which the particular cases solved by Carlitz give results strongly dependent on the first digit. This paper was motivated by the solution of non-markovian random walks. 1 As is wellknown, the solution of the one-dimensional random walk, with probabilities p (moving to the right) and q = 1 − p (to the left), is given by Bernouilli's distribution:
But if transition probabilities are dependent on past states, i.e., if the particle has memory, then the distribution changes radically. In the simple case of dependence on the last state only, the probability is αp or αq for particle moving backwards and βp or βq moving forwards (α + β = 1). Let T mn τ be the number of paths of length N with τ changes in direction of the particle, or "jumps" in N steps (number of ocurrences of (01) or (10)). Then paths like ppqqp and pqpqp have different probability because they are affected by the factors α 2 β 3 and α 4 β respectively, and the binomial coefficient in (1) splits in the form
Thus the formula (1) changes depending on the constant α which measures the tendency to go forwards (α <
) or backwards (α > 1 2 ). We see that the problem is solved by finding the T-numbers.
We also will see how T-numbers give the natural way to find some Thermodynamic Partition Functions, such as in Ising magnets, in contrast with naive ways given by some physicists.
Historically, it seems André [1] was the first to consider such sequences (see Comptet [5] ) in order to solve Bertrand's scrutiny problem. He considered minimal paths in a square lattice where y-jumps stand for 0's and x-jumps for 1's. This give a simple way to solve Bertrand's problem counting the number of paths which do not touch the y = x line. The solution is not invariant by a circular permutation of the sequences and falls in the case of unbounded sequences, for the path (0010001) is allowable (in each step the eventual winner is winning) but the Ising equivalent path (0100010) is not. Processes like this one are also non-markovian because allowed decisions depend of all anterior states, but can be solved by elementary methods; the scrutiny problem can be solved as in [5] or by reducing it to well known random walks avoiding the origin (projecting paths on y = −x).
Along the way in this paper many combinatorial formulas arise, some very well known but others related to Stirling numbers are new, as far as we know; but what really matters is the natural way in which they arise.
Notation. We prefer to preserve the (old fashioned?) symbols for: C ). 1 The paper "Analytical Solution of non-Markovian Random Walks" in which we give some applications to crystal lattices, is to appear.
As P-partitions can be associated with Young-Sylvester's tableaux, M-partitions too, taking into account the order. For example, the partition of 6 into 3 parts gives the P In the unbounded poset of integers, we call m∧n the min (m, n) and m∨n the max (m, n); (no confusion arise with connectors of formal systems).
We will refer always the known combinatorial formulas to the monumental "Ars" by Knuth [7] . 
T-Numbers
Let us consider the set of all sequences with n ones and m = N − n zeros; an element of this set is, for example (for N = 24, m = 13):
To every sequence we associate a number τ , which is the number of jumps from 0 to 1, or from 1 to 0, including extremes, so in the case of the sequence (2) we have τ = 10. Obviously, the number τ is even and it is invariant under any circular permutation of the sequence. The problem here is to find the distribution of τ 's, i.e.: How many τ equal 2, how many τ equal 4, etc. in these N m sequences. The following table shows the case N = 7 and m = 3 with the corresponding values of τ : Table I . The table gives 7, 21 and 7 sequences (7 + 21 + 7 = ) for the corresponding τ -values 2, 4 and 6 respectively. This example illustrates the big difficulty in getting these numbers by "brute force" for large values of N, (large means here N > 10).
Looking at (2) we see that the number τ is related by a particular partition of m, interconnected by another partition of n, both having the same height, i.e., the number τ is exactly twice the height of these two partitions: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
then, in this case τ = 2h = 10. We define a "loop" associated to two partitions as the set of 2h strings obtained by matching these partitions, the first string regarded as following the last one, In the example we have: 00000 111 00 11 0 1 000 11 00 111 ' For a fixed τ , the set of all loops are obtained by matching the partitions of m with the partitions of n, both of height h = 1 2 τ . Fortunately this is done not by ordinary partitions but by partitions regarding the order, giving the numbers:
The total number of loops is given by:
Now we can get all sequences by making all N = m + n clockwise circular permutations on the digits in each loop, but in the process the h circular permutations displacing an even number of strings belong to different initial loops. Then, the total number of sequences is:
Finally, taking 2h = τ our formula is:
The even index τ runs from 2 to 2(m ∧ n) and T mn τ is symmetric in the upper indexes m, n. 
and T mn 2 = number of clockwise permutations of the sequence
In contrast with further generalizations, (5) shows the simplicity of these numbers: T mn 2 = N;
. . .
3. Properties of the Numbers T mn τ
At this point we can relate our problem to the probabilities. Since
is the probability that a sequence have τ jumps, normalisation gives:
which is a well known formula (Knuth [7, p. 59 
(Knuth [7, p. 58 ]), with m = r = s, we have also:
A method which we use later, consists of relating these formulas:
which gives (7 ′′′ ) from (7 ′ ).
For the ordinary moments of the above distribution we have:
Obviously the probability of jumping is p = 2mn
, (probabilities of finding (00) respectively); then, according to binomial distribution, the probability of jumping exactly τ times is:
(the factor 2 is due to the fact that jumps came by pairs), which shows how the theory of binary sequences would be complicated, even for physical problems, if one follows statistical formulations, because the exact formulas are much more simple than the approximate ones.
As is shown in the following table, statistical approximation is good enough anyway: Since both distributions are so close (at least in this example), we can expect a very good approximations identifying its moments. Call k r and (k) r the ordinary and factorial moments respectively. We have for a distribution p 0 , p 1 , . . . , p 2m∧2n :
the S ℓ r being the Stirling numbers of second kind and G (ℓ) (1) the ℓ derivative of the generating function G(t) at t = 1; (here we will be interested only in the case 2m ∧ 2n ∧ r = r). The generating function for Bernouilli's distribution is G(t) = (q + pt) N , so we have for (10):
then, for r > 1, (for r = 1 we have the formula (7)):
with
As we will see in the sequel, approximation (12) is extraordinary good for m = n, which gives:
For discussion, we write explicitely (13) from r = 0 to r = 5:
We know that formulas (13, 0) and (13, 1) are exact ((7 ′′′ ), (7 ′ )) and we will show that (13, 2) and (13, 3) are exact too and also why identity fails after r = 3.
Proof.
In the general case: ) and provides for (13, 3). Thus, for r = 3, we have:
Recurrence fails for h Let us look for these relations in case m = n: Supose m < n (the case m > n is the same); according to (7 ′′ ) we have:
which is the formula (12) for r = 2. For r = 3, formula (12) gives:
which is only approximate; for m = 4, n = 2, (N = 6) gives 56 ≈ 58.67. Of course the approximation will be much better for higher N. Then, for m = n, only the mean values are equal in the above distributions, though higher order moments are very close in both distributions. Let us consider the set of all 2 N sequences of length N. One may expect here complete agreement with probabilities, i.e. jumps must follow the binomial distribution with p = . The next proof shows that this is the case:
Then the exact number of sequences with τ jumps ( (01) or (10)) in all 2 N sequences is, according formula (3) :
So, the probability of jumping τ times:
Application to the Ising model of ferromagnetism. Let us consider a one-dimensional ferromagnet in absence of external field and put ν = J/kT (J = interaccion energy of antiparallel spins (−J for parallel); k is the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature). The energy of a given distribution of N spins is J(−(N − τ ) + τ ) = J(−N + 2τ ), because there are τ couplings between antiparallel spins. The partition function for a fixed number of N − n and n spins up and spins down respectively, is:
(this is also the partition function corresponding to binary alloys (ions A and B instead of spins up and down)). Fortunately (for the Physicists) one must take the sum of all configurations which gives:
One wonders why some authors give the solution which contains only the hyperbolic cosinus (see, for example, [10, ch. 5 ]; sinh appears in more elaborate discussion [8, ch. 4, p. 121]) though both solutions are equal for N → ∞. We think their countings are not accurate enough, for they take the following recurrence: Z N = (2 cosh ν)Z N −1 on grounds that a new spin provides an ammount of ±J in the energy, i.e. forgetting a border effect. In fact, consider three spins: A up, B down and C up and add a new spin D; the old energy is 2J − J = J, and the new energy is 0 for D up or 4J for D down and not J ± 2J given by the above rule.
Asymptotic Expansions
After N = 8 we can use the asymptotic approximation for T −2 = 4, we have:
We can expect a good approximation for T mn h when N ≥ 10; in fact the following formula gives, for N = 10 a result very close to the Table II :
or:
In terms of τ 's
For N = 10, m = n = 5:
− h and we have the following results, as is shown in Figure 1 . At the origin, the derivative of (16) is not zero but 2(πµ √ mn) −1 e aN and the curve takes, though very small, negative values for x < 0.
On considering the set of all 2 N sequences, the distribution of jumps, for a large N is, with (14) and (15):
Here the gaussian has nothing to do with statistical distributions, because in this context (18) gives fluctuations, respect to the exact number of jumps, due only to the fact that N is not large enough. Of course (18) becomes a normal probability distribution with standard error ± √ N when the sequences of N digits are taken from a table of binary random digits.
5. The Numbers T mn h (00) and T mn h (11).
Generalized Fibonacci Numbers
Let U be an ordered sequence of r zeros and s ones, |U| = r + s < N; being τ the amount of (01)'s or (10)'s in the sequence S i , our general problem will consist in finding the number of times, h = h(U), a fixed string U is contained in S i in the following sense: If S i = α 1 α 2 α 3 · · · α N , (α j = 0, 1), take the N strings:
then h is the number of these strings having the form U. For instance, take in (2) U = (1100), then h = 3. We call T mn h U the number of sequences which have h times the string U. Now, since after any (01) in a sequence S sooner or later another 0 appears (Ising model!), then h(10) = h(01) = 
The numbers T τ , of them having the form (00) or (01), so the τ corresponding to S is 2(m − h), and we have:
then:
which gives the obvious identity: T The mapping between subsets Y and words S being bijective, instead of counting subsets, we can count the number of the sequences S in which the string (11 r · · · 1) is repeated exactly h times. We call Generalized corrected Fibonacci numbers the number of these subsets, i.e.:
Example. X = {1, 2, 3, 4}, r = 2, h = 2. In this case, in (23) the only index is n = 3, then sequences we will associate a type, which is the pair of partitions (β
with height h, i.e.:
corresponding to the tableaux of 0's and 1's, respectively, disregarding the order of the blocks, i.e.: in descending order of the length of blocks, as is customary. Two types are equal iff the have both Young's tableaux equal. For instance, for m = 4, n = 3, the 35 sequences of the Table I have the following four types:
Thus, type{0011100} = 1, type{0110100} = type{0001011} = 2, etc. In total, for a fixed m, n, there are the number of types. The great number of sequences compared to the small number of types is due to the M-partitions; in fact, the number of sequences per type is: 
Let P h m be the number of partitions, disregarding order, of weight m and dimension h; as is well known, the process of deleting the first column on all associated Young's Tableaux gives:
Let us try a similar expansion for M-partitions:
formula (7) gives:
Then the coefficients a ℓ in the formal expansion (29) are equal to h ℓ . We shall prove that this expansion is not only formal which proves the following lemma: Define c In order that the counting makes sense we must define c m m0 = 1. Further, it is important to take in consideration the fact that deleting the first column is made for counting purposes only. Consider, for instance, this process for m = 6, h = 2; we have the Proof of Lemma I (1) . Before deleting the first column, the number of tableaux which will give tableaux of dimension ℓ after the cut, is ( Figure 2) :
where the sum is extended over all tableaux. After deleting the first column, these tableaux will give M ℓ m−h tableaux of dimension ℓ, which number is:
Due to importance of coefficients c i jk we give the tables (for matrices of low k) in Appendix A. It is immediate to find a recurrence relation:
Now it is a simple task to find T mn h (001); as in the case of T mn h (01) we match tableaux of zeros with tableaux of ones of same height h. Since strings (001) are originated from the rows of 0's tableaux which remain non empty after deleting the first column, here in the first formula (26) instead of M h m we put c m hℓ , which gives a number ℓ of (001) strings; these ℓ strings are a subset of the h strings (01), (h ≥ ℓ), because both (001) and (101) give (01). Then we have an intermediate formula for (001):
. The number of sequences in which the string (01) appears h times and the string (001) appears ℓ times is given by: 
Let us find the exact limits on the sum; obviously we have:
∧ n, and the inferior limit corresponds to h = ℓ. Condition h ≤ m, n must be restricted because in c i jk the low index k runs from k = 0 to k = i − j, then h ≤ m − ℓ, n and finally:
In that follows some binomial coefficients will be taken outside the sum by help of the formula: , then (33b) is:
Let us take an example which can be checked by hand on the 70 sequences of 4 zeros and 4 ones. From the tables of Appendix A we have: Taking in (33b) the sum over m, we have also the distribution of the string (001) for all 2 N binary sequences of cardinality N:
Turning to the second expression in (27), we can see in Figure 2 that to each tableau of dimension ℓ obtained by deleting the first column, there corresponds the bottom h − ℓ positions of h which are responsible for the strings (101), then:
. The number of sequences in which the string (01) appears h times and the string (101) appears ℓ times is given by:
Moreover:
Here, the index ℓ runs from 0 to m ∧ (n + δ mn − 1) because the extreme cases have the form (for m > n, m < n and m = n):
In the sum, index h goes from h = ℓ to h = . The number of sequences of m 0's and n 1's which have ℓ strings (101) is:
There remains only the last expression in (27); however we must first see how the numbers T(000) are related to string (0001) and so we must pospone its derivation until after the case |U| = 4. To justify this delay and find a way to obtain T(000) we will see that, though more complicated than (20), formula (21) for T(00) can be found also in terms of strings in which |U| = 3. Let g be a fixed number of strings (00), it is easy to see (Figure 2 ) that m − h = g; i.e., there are as many (00) 
The last derivation is due to:
allowing to use formula (7).
7. The Numbers T mn ℓ (00 s+2 · · · 01).
Generalized Kaplansky Lemma
Define:
and: The proof is like I (1) , (see Figure 3) . 
on the other hand:
Then:
the upper limit is due to the number of elements m − h − ℓ ′ in the subtableau which must be at least equal to ℓ. In the case ℓ = 0 the symbol M 
And in case m ≤ 2h: Though binomial coefficients make elementary computations, it is always convenient to give fundamental formulas in terms of c's because its matrices can be tabulated independently of particular cases. We have for T(0001)'s:
For the general case we define: 
Formula (41) generalizes Kaplansky's lemma (for a redefinition of Kaplansky's lemma see Comptet [5, p. 35] ). In particular, taking h = ℓ ′ = ℓ ′′ = · · · = ℓ (s) = n, we have:
being p = s + 2 the least length of blocks which separate the ones.
Our final problem will consist of looking at the weights g of the subtableaux, instead of the dimension ℓ. We will call c (s)mg h the number of subtableaux of weight g, which remain after deleting s + 1 succesive columns, starting from the first, in all the Young-De Moivre tableaux of weight m (> g) and dimension h.
For s = 0, in Figure 2 we can see that the weight of the remaining subtableaux is m − h, then (II (1) ):
so c mg h = c mg does not depend on h, i.e.: Counting shall be made on all tableaux of weight m. Though indirectly, it is thanks to numbers c mg h that T(00) was found and we may now write formula (21) as
For s = 1, it is easy to see that the problem of counting strings (000) is given also by the formula (39) but collecting the terms with the same g, i.e., from (37) we obtain c ′ ig j taking in the sum only the term f = i − j − g:
We have (see Figure 3) :
Then we have:
Lemma II (2) . give different sequences, {0000111110011101} and {0000111110111001}.
Now, at last, the coefficients c ′ mg h provide for the numbers T(000) (and so for T(111)). In fact, there are as many strings (000) as zeros (g) in the subtableaux of weight g, so that:
Since the matrices c ′ mg h (g fixed) can be tabulated very easily, as in Appendix A, it is preferable to work with them; nonetheless if we write explicitly all binomial coefficients, we have: 
and:
(From hereon in order to calculate the c's one has to deal with the number of partitions P 
For example, the number of subsets of X = {1, 2, 3, . . . , N} that do not contain three consecutive integers modulo N is: 
